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Chapter 1 : Selenium Tutorial for beginners | Introduction | Automation Testing and Selenium Blog â€“ Tech
FREE Online Selenium Tutorial for beginners in Java - Learn Selenium WebDriver automation step by step hands-on
practical examples.

This selenium tutorial will help you understand Selenium 3. This three part Free selenium tutorial will help
you understand a high level overview of Selenium 3. A more comprehensive and detailed tutorial is also
created by Techcanvass Academy. You can find these below: Introduction to Selenium Selenium is one of the
most popular and powerful automation testing platforms. Selenium is not a tool but a suite of components,
which are developed by open source community. The current version of Selenium suite, as of , is 3. In
addition to Selenium 3. The latest version of selenium is 3. Jason, with support of seniors and colleagues,
develop Selenium web driver and released it as Open source. But it got rid of Selenium RC server and
injecting code into your pages to automate testing. Web Driver APIs made it simpler to write automation
scripts for any browser by simply using the appropriate driver for any browser. A web driver is developed for
each browser and replaces the JavaScript that was embedded on web applications being tested in the earlier
version. This tighter integration with the browser allows for the creation of more advanced tests, and removes
the restrictions placed by the JavaScript security model. Another component of Selenium suite is Selenium
Grid. It is also used to run tests on different browsers, OS platforms. Please note that Selenium GRID is no
longer an independent component but part of selenium server since the release of Selenium 2. What are the
changes from 2. In this section, we are going to have a look at these changes: However with Firefox 48 and
beyond, this has changed. This is nothing to do with selenium 3 but with Mozilla. So even if you are using
Selenium 2. Selenium 2 supported selenium core for backward compatibility. There is no selenium core in
version 3. This is an important topic dealing with the fundamentals of Selenium suite. Techcanvass offers
following courses on Automation Testing, click on them to explore further Selenium 3.
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Chapter 2 : Selenium Tutorial For Beginners - Tutorial 1
Selenium is a popular open-source web based automation tool. This class will make you a pro in Selenium Automation.
It is recommended you refer the tutorials sequentially, one after the other. The tutorials are designed for beginners with
little or no automation experience. If you are new to testing.

Just like us testers fighting for supremacy among the lot, Selenium Tools have also been in a very similar
battle in order to prove themselves, the best! It is the easiest one to learn as well. No programming experience
is required minimal knowledge on HTML would be appreciated though! Very easy to install and start some
action. Simple record and playback tool. Used as a plug-in and works only with Mozilla Firefox. Provides a
good support for extensions. Selenium RC â€” The Superman of the series Cross-browser and cross-platform
testing became a reality with its introduction. Selenium RC server should be running to execute the test cases.
It has an easy and small API. Allows us to perform looping and conditional operations. WebDriver â€” The
Ruling Champ! Supports cross-browser and cross-platform just like Selenium RC. A concise API â€” making
our life easier. Also supports an invisible browser, HtmlUnit. Supports testing of iPhone and Android
applications as well. Uses a node-hub concept. Helps simultaneous execution of tests. Supports multiple
browsers and platforms. Hence saves huge amount of valuable time. All these can turn any dreary testing day
into one full of opportunities and sunshine. Depending on the application under test, client requirements and
available timelines, one of the above tools can be chosen for automation.
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Chapter 3 : Online QTP/UFT, Appium and Selenium Training and Tutorials
"selenium rc tutorial for beginner" "selenium tutorial for beginners" "selenium testing tutorial" "selenium download"
"selenium java tutorial".

Selenium is a free open source automated testing suite for web applications across different browsers and
platforms. Testing done using Selenium tool is usually referred as Selenium Testing. It has four components.
Selenium 1, by the way, refers to Selenium RC. Since Selenium is a collection of different tools, it had
different developers as well. Below are the key persons who made notable contributions to the Selenium
Project Primarily, Selenium was created by Jason Huggins in An engineer at ThoughtWorks, he was working
on a web application that required frequent testing. He named this program as the "JavaScriptTestRunner. The
Same Origin Policy Issue Same Origin policy prohibits JavaScript code from accessing elements from a
domain that is different from where it was launched. Example, the HTML code in www. The same origin
policy will only allow randomScript. However, it cannot access pages from different sites such as yahoo. This
is the reason why prior to Selenium RC, testers needed to install local copies of both Selenium Core a
JavaScript program and the web server containing the web application being tested so they would belong to
the same domain Birth of Selenium Remote Control Selenium RC Unfortunately; testers using Selenium Core
had to install the whole application under test and the web server on their own local computers because of the
restrictions imposed by the same origin policy. This system became known as the Selenium Remote Control
or Selenium 1. Birth of Selenium Grid Selenium Grid was developed by Patrick Lightbody to address the need
of minimizing test execution times as much as possible. He initially called the system "Hosted QA. He came
up with this idea to further increase the speed in creating test cases. It was the first cross-platform testing
framework that could control the browser from the OS level. Currently, Selenium RC is still being developed
but only in maintenance mode. So, Why the Name Selenium? It came from a joke which Jason cracked one
time to his team. Since Selenium is a well-known antidote for Mercury poisoning, Jason suggested that name.
His teammates took it, and so that is how we got to call this framework up to the present. It is a Firefox plugin
that you can install as easily as you can with other plugins. However, because of its simplicity, Selenium IDE
should only be used as a prototyping tool. If you want to create more advanced test cases, you will need to use
either Selenium RC or WebDriver. This is the first automated web testing tool that allowed users to use a
programming language they prefer. As of version 2.
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Chapter 4 : Free Selenium Tutorial : Welcome to the World of Selenium - Java Beginners Tutorial
Selenium Webdriver tutorial for beginners Mukesh Otwani T+ If you are searching for Selenium Webdriver tutorial then
your search ends here. You can find the number of different topics which you will find in your day to day activity while
doing automation.

Note on Using findElement By. However in the WebDriver script below, the same test generated an error
because WebDriver does not support the "contains" keyword when used in the By. The WebElement class is
contained in the "org. Clicking on an Element Clicking is perhaps the most common way of interacting with
web elements. The click method is used to simulate the clicking of any element. Following things must be
noted when using the click method. The method automatically waits for a new page to load if applicable. The
element to be clicked-on, must be visible height and width must not be equal to zero. Here are some important
"get" commands you must be familiar with. It automatically opens a new browser window and fetches the
page that you specify inside its parentheses. The parameter must be a String object. Fetches the title of the
current page Leading and trailing white spaces are trimmed Returns a null string if the page has no title
getPageSource Sample usage: Returns the source code of the page as a String value getCurrentUrl Sample
usage: It does exactly the same thing as the get method. It refreshes the current page. Closing and Quitting
Browser Windows close Sample usage: It closes only the browser window that WebDriver is currently
controlling. Needs no parameters It closes all windows that WebDriver has opened. To clearly illustrate the
difference between close and quit , try to execute the code below. It uses a webpage that automatically pops up
a window upon page load and opens up another after exiting. Notice that only the parent browser window was
closed and not the two pop-up windows. But if you use quit , all windows will be closed - not just the parent
one. Try running the code below and you will notice that the two pop-ups above will automatically be closed
as well. Let us take, for example, the web page http: We wish to access the "Deprecated" link encircled above
in yellow. In order to do that, we must first instruct WebDriver to switch to the "classFrame" frame using the
"switchTo. We will use the name attribute of the frame as the parameter for the "frame " part. To access the
elements within the alert such as the message it contains , we must use the "switchTo. In the code below, we
will use this method to access the alert box and then retrieve its message using the "getText " method, and then
automatically close the alert box using the "switchTo. Lets see the WebDriver code to do this- package
mypackage; import org. Waits There are two kinds of waits. Implicit wait - used to set the default waiting time
throughout the program Explicit wait - used to set the waiting time for a particular instance only Implicit Wait
It is simpler to code than Explicit Waits. It is usually declared in the instantiation part of the code. You will
only need one additional package to import. To start using an implicit wait, you would have to import this
package into your code. Then on the instantiation part of your code, add this. For the following example, we
shall wait up to 10 seconds for an element whose id is "username" to become visible before proceeding to the
next command. Here are the steps. In this example, we will use "myWaitVar" as the name of the variable. In
this case, we will use explicit wait on the "username" Mercury Tours HomePage input before we type the text
"tutorial" onto it. It does not work on other elements. Below are some of the most common
ExpectedConditions methods. Catching Exceptions When using isEnabled , isDisplayed , and isSelected ,
WebDriver assumes that the element already exists on the page. Otherwise, it will throw a
NoSuchElementException. To avoid this, we should use a try-catch block so that the program will not be
interrupted. The following are the available options for locating elements in WebDriver:
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Chapter 5 : Introduction to Selenium
Online Selenium Tutorial for beginners prepared by Experts. Learn Selenium WebDriver, IDE, RC, Grid, TestNG, step
by step with practical examples. Essiential Java.

Ready for some time travel into the past? Get set to be stunned by the gems you will be unearthing today. He
built it in a way that people could write tests using a keyword-driven approach in HTML files. Slowly he
started giving demos of his tool to huge audiences. Soon there were discussions to open source the tool and
also make it a re-usable framework for the benefit of automating other such web based applications. Okay Big
Word Alert! Origin is nothing but the scheme, host and port of a URL. So according to this policy it disallows
a document retrieved from trying to access the DOM of a document retrieved from http: Another example, I
have launched a JavaScript program from http: This has a Selenium Client and a Selenium Server. The client
would send commands to the server and this server would use JavaScript to drive the browser. Also it
supported multiple programming languages about which we will see in detail, later. On to the next one now!
Not only the simplest and easiest tool but also the only one that requires least programming knowledge for
coming up with an automated test script among the Selenium Suite is the Selenium IDE. I know you would be
very interested to know who came up with this gem. The credit for developing this tool goes to Shinya
Kasatani. He was the one who realized that the Selenium Core code could be wrapped into an IDE Integrated
Development Environment module and can be plugged into the Firefox browser. It has a record and playback
feature which is cooler than you expect! In around , one more guy named Simon Stewart at ThoughtWorks
was working on another web testing tool named WebDriver which did not rely on JavaScript. These two
projects merged and what we now have is the new Selenium or Selenium 2. Aha, so the conclusion is: See you
again in another post. Have a great day! She is thrilled you are here! She is on a mission to make sure learning
sticks but with the fun part kept intact. As once minions said, it for sure is working in a bubble wrap factory.
Imagine the self-control needed!
Chapter 6 : Selenium Tutorial - Learn Selenium Webdriver Online Free Step By Step
Now, a guy named Paul Hammant from ThoughtWorks again, who circumvented this limitation by coming up with
Selenium 1 or Selenium RC (Remote Control). This has a Selenium Client and a Selenium Server. This has a Selenium
Client and a Selenium Server.

Chapter 7 : Free Selenium Tutorials
This Selenium WebDriver tutorial (Selenium WebDriver Blog: theinnatdunvilla.com) talks about the drawbacks of
Selenium RC and what was the need for Selenium WebDriver. It goes into the details of.

Chapter 8 : Table of Contents
Selenium supports a variety of programming languages through the use of drivers specific to each
theinnatdunvilla.comges supported by Selenium include C#, Java, Perl, PHP, Python and theinnatdunvilla.comtly,
Selenium Web driver is most popular with Java and C#.

Chapter 9 : Free Selenium Tutorial | Selenium WebDriver Tutorial | For Beginners
The tutorial is a Complete Guide to How to Write your First Webdriver script. Examples of Selenium Webdriver Scripts in
our JAVA Program.
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